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Abstract
Informatj-on in sel-f-heJ-p books is typicaÌIy presented ín one of
three formats: didactic information, examples, or practice
problems. The present study examíned the effect of information
format on the solution of personal problems. Eour test problems

were given to 200 subjects recruited from InLroduct.ory

Psychology cl-asses. Each of ten groups received a dífferent
type of information immediately prior to solving each test
problem. Three of the groups received informatj-on in Didactic
(D) , Exampte (E) and Practice Probl-em (P) formats, respecLively,
whíIe a control- group received no information (NI). Síx other
groups (DD, DE, DP, EE, EP, and PP) receíved combinations of tI^Io

sets of informatÍon prior to each test problem. The l-etters

t.hat designate each of these groups represent t.he formats j-n

which the t.wo sets of informati-on h/ere presented. A Ryan-Binot-

Gabriel--Welsch mul-tiple range analysis j-ndicated t.hat groups EE,

DP, EP and DE obtained significantly higher scores than NI.

Examples were effective as instructional material when presented

with other information and when presented in pairs " Practice
problems i^rere effective when combined with other types of

information but not when present.ed with other practice probJ-ems.

The results were discussed with reference to production theory.
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fntroduction

Bibl-iotherapy is the use of literary material-s in the

treatment of personaJ- or socj-al problems (Glasgow & Rosen, 1978) .

Within the fiel-d of bibliotherapy there are three distinct areas;

the traditionai- area, the behavioral area and the commercial

self-help area.

The trad,itional area generally involves reading and

discussion of works of fiction directed by a librarian,

psychíatrist or psychotogist in an institutional or educational

setting (Rubin, 1978) . There exists a body of theoretical- work

on traditional bibliot.herapy, alt.hough the number of controlled

studies is small. There is litt.le empirical support. for the

effectiveness of tradit.ional bibliotherapy even though applied

progirams are in place in hospitals and correctional- institutions

(see Rubin, I978,' Schrank, 1982, for reviews) .

The behavioral area incl-udes bibliot.herapeutic materials

which use modelling, aversive conditionÍng, desensitization, or

operant techniques (Gl-asgow & Rosen, l-978). Behavioral

bibliotherapy programs are usually administered by a

psychoJ-ogist, psychiatrist or medical doctor. The research

Iiterature in this area is more extensive than in the traditional

or sel-f-help areas and provides support for the therapeutic val-ue

of written material (e.g., Tripet Dodge, GJ-asgow e O'Neil-I , L982;
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see Glasgow & Rosen, L97B; Scogin, Bynum, Stephens & Calhoon'

1990, for reviews) . However, the resufLs from this area of

research do not support many of the claims made for bibi-iotherapy

by trad.itional theorists. For examP1e, t.heorists in the

traditiona.l- area regard a structured discussion of written work

essential for a successful outcome (Barut'h c PhilJ-j-ps' L916;

Olsen, Lg'l5) whereas behavioral- bibl-iotherapy programs have been

shown to be effective without such discussion (e.9., Tripet Dodge

et â1., 1982). Writ.ers in the traditional area also consider

imaginative fiction to be most effective in producing behavioral

change (Munson, 1986) while research in the behaviora] area has

shown that successful outcomes are obtained with non-fictional

sets of instructions (e.g" rLibman et â1., l-984) '

The third area, commercial sel-f-he]p bibtiotherapy' has not

been extensively researched (Stevens & Pfost, L982) . This area

is typified by J-ow-priced, commercially produced sel-f-hel-p books,

but woul-d also include pamphlets, audiotapes, videotapes, and

magazine articles. For the purposes of the present discussion,

we will- concern ourselves with commercial self-help books, since

they are the most widely used. type of self-help bibJ-iotherapy

material. A self-hel-p book is d.efined as any commercially

available book which makes at least one claim to help peopl-e

solve personal problems .(Saper & Forest I L9B7) - SeIf-help books
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are easil-y obtainable and many of t.hem achieve bestsell-er status -

Estimates of the number of people who read them run into the

millions and a survey of bookstore shelves shows that these books

dominate the psychotoqy section (Starker, I988a) -

self-heIp books are an increasingfy important subset of

bibliotherapeutic programs because of the large number of people

who use them and because of the promises they make (Glasgow &

Rosen, l-9?8,' Rosen I 1987) . For examPle, the back cover of Burns

(l-9Bt) claims that. by usingr the techniques described in the book

"rnre can alter our mood.s, deal with emotional- problems, and get

rid of depression without the use of drugis." Bach and Torbet

(1985) claim, rr rThe Tnner Enemyt provides too.l-s for the

individual to help himsel-f maintain the ínner balance of positive

and negative voices." (P. f0).

Research into sel-f-help books is necessary for a number of

reasons. Many people use self-hetp books as evidenced by the

sales figures reported on the covers of self-help paperbacks,

such as ,,Lhe 7-miIIion copy bestseller" (Harris, L973) -

According to a recenL survey of cl-inical practitioners the use of

self-help books is advocaLed by professional psychologists and

psychiatrists (Starker, 19BBa, 19BBb) . Self-help books are a

potentiatly cost-effective means of treating personal problems.

UnfortunateJ-y, they popularize theories and techniques which are



often unva-Lidated and yet they claim to change human behravior-

Any one of these facts woul-d justify t.he scientific examination

of issues in the area. Togiether, they indicate an urgent. need

for investigation.

Rosen (1987) pointed out that the effectíveness of these

self-help books has not been establíshed. Forest (1987) found

that subjects who read a self-hel-p book obtained higher mean

sel-f-actual-ization scores on the Personal Orientation Inventory

than subjects in a no-reading contro.l group. However, l-ater

research with six sel-f-hel-p paperbacks (Forest., 1-9BB) fail-ed t.o

show any effect of reading self-hel-p books on scores obtained on

self-report personatit.y measures. These findings suggest that

commercially available sel-f-help books do not produce measurable

changres, aL l-east within the real-m of personality. Further

research is needed in the area of setf-hel-p books especially in

view of evidence from behavioral bibl-iotherapy research that

written material can have an effect on Lhe reader (Scogin et âl.n

1990) .

Research into self-hel-p books could take a number of

d.irections " Studies examining whether or not the books produce

chanqes in behavior are important since many people, including

psychologists, believe in their utility (Starker, I9BBa) -

However, since research into this question has produced



conflicting results, it may be useful to inquíre into what makes

a particular book more or less effective.

It has not yet been determined what factors influence the

effect.iveness of the books. Thus fat, research into the action

of such variabl-es as format, the reading level of the book,

length, or even the information content has been nonexistent. It

is important to ínvest.igat.e t.hese process issues if we are to

establish guidelines for setf-hei-p bibtiotherapeutic materials.

Furthermore, wit.hout an examination of how self-help books work

we cannot hope to understand differences between therapist

administered, therapist directed, and self-directed proqrams

(Gtasgow & Rosen, 1978) .

Tn order to conceptual- ize the processes involved in sel-f-

help bibliotherapy it is important to define what. sel-f-help books

are. Saper and Forest (1987) defined them as manual-s which teach

t.he reader personal problem-solving procedures. Evidence for

this view of self-hel-p books can be found in the cl-aims made by

the books themsel-ves. For examPle, Burns (l-981, foreword) '

states I'I expect that readers of this book will- be abl-e to appfy

to their own problems t.he principles and techniques evol-ved in

our work with patients, " and DuBrin (1985) cl-aims, "this book

contains over one hundred strategies and techniques for bouncing

back from setback, disappointment and hard iimes-" (p. 2).
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personal problem-soJ-ving effectiveness has been found to be

important as a moderating variable between stress and depressive

symptoms (Nezu, Nezu, Saraydarian, KaÌmar & Ronan, 1986) and

Borck, Fawcett and Lichtenberg (1982) found that training student

counsellors in personal problem-solving improved counseling

performance. Sínce personal problem-solving skills have an

impact on behavior and mentaÌ health, and since sel-f-hel-p books

purport to teach these skiIls, research into the factors

affecting the effectiveness of self-hel-p books as probJ-em-solving

manuafs is essential.

Personal or social- problem-solving has been defined by

D'Zuril-l-a and Nezu (1982) as the cognitive-behavioral process by

which individuals ident.ify effective means of coping with

problematic situat.íons encountered in daily Iivinq. I will-

define these personal problem situations as those which have a

negative hedonic impact on an individual- or group or are

associated with the probable occurrence of a negative affect.ive

state in the future. The negative hedonic state mot.ivates the

sofver Lo find a solut.ion. This is an import.ant feature of the

above definition, because, without this motivation, a Situation

cannot properJ-y be call-ed, a problem (Erickson & Jones, 1,978).

However, this definition indirectÌy encompasses financiaL/career,

parent-child, and healt.h. problems since they usually have some



negative hedonic comPonent Since the purpose of this study is

to examine factors influencing the process of psychological self-

help we wiII exclude from our definition of self-help books t.hose

publications with a major emphasis on financial- /career, parent-

chiId, health, religion, and occult/parapsychology issues.

The process of personal problem-solving consists of two

parts, according to Gick (1986) . First, the sofver constructs a

problem representation (or problem space). It is in thís initíaI

stage that the solver identifies the conditions which gave rise

to the negative affective state, or whj-ch are associated with the

future occurrence of such a stat.e, and identifies the goal- state.

The goal state defined in the representation stage is

characterized by a reduction or avoídance of negative affect,

al-though additional objective criteria are often specified.

These objective criteria are directly related to the solver's

representation of the problem conditions that gave rise to the

negative hedonic state in the first place. For exampJ-e, if the

sofver considers the motivating negative affect to be the resuft

of conflict with his or her spouse, then one crit.erion of the

goat state wiII be a reduced frequency of marital confl-ict.

In Gick's second stage, the solver searches through the

problem space for a sol-ut.ion, that is, an action or actions which

will reduce the negat.ive. hedonic state or which wil-l- avoid
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negative consequences in the future. If the potent.ial sol-ution

is successful when applied then the process ends, but if the

solution is unsuccessful then the solver backtracks to a previous

stagre.

A solution is deemed successful when t.he state reached

meets t.he criteria for a goal state (Erickson & Jones' 1978) . As

outlined above, the set of criteria for the goal state includes

the reduct.ion of negative affect. and if this negative hedonic

state is not ameliorated, then the solution wi}l not be

considered successful .

There are a variety of ways in which problems can be

categorj-zed. The t.wo ways of grouping problems that we will

consider are: (a) in terms of how well-defined they are' and (b)

according to Simon's (1983) three logical- types of probJ-ems based

on artificial- intelligence research. The first cl-assification

System considers all problems to be one of two types: those which

are well-defined and those which are iIl--defined-

personal problems encountered in daily life are il-l--defined

problems in contrasL to the physics, math, and puzzle problems

which have been stud.íed most intensively thus far (Simon, f973).

Ill--defined problems are those which do not have one correcL

answer and which do not. contain all- the information needed for

their solution (Re j-tman , . ]-965 ; Simon, 197I ) '
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However, t.he difference between wel-l-defined and ill--defined

problems may not be so great that principles invol-ved in the

solution of one do not apply t.o the other. Simon (1973) has

pointed out that. this division is not a sharp binary

cl-assification system, probJ-ems exist along a continuum between

the two extremes. He argiues t.hat there is no evidence that

qualitatively different mechanisms are involved j-n solving

probJ-ems which are located at different points al-ong the problem

structure dimension. fn an interesting theoretical chapter,

Greeno (1980) sugrgests t.hat geomet.ríc problems have

characteristics traditionally associated wit.h il-I-defined

problems " They require that the sol-ver identify missing

information and auxil-iary problems that wil-I provide new

information needed for the sol-ution of the origiinal problem. In

some cases t.he geometric problems can be solved in a number of

different r^rays or are solved under goal-free conditions (e.9.'

Owen & Sweller, l-985,' Tarmizi & Sweller, 19BB) . Also, even wel-l--

defined maLhematical- and physics problems can appear ilI-defined

due to a l-ack of knowledge on the part of the solver (Simon,

19?3) " From this point of view, the processes invol-ved in

solving ill-defined problems do not differ in kind from those

invol-ved in problems traditionalJ-y considered well-defined (Gick,

1986,' Greeno, 1980; Simon, ]-973) -
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In

Sel-f-help problems are ill--defined, but they may al-so be

cl-assified accordingr to Simon's (f 983) three-cat.egory system.

this syslem, problems can be represented (a) as reasoning, in

which new statements are deduced from axioms and previousJ-y

deduced statements; (b) as search tasks, in which moves in a

probJ-em space lead the sofver from an initial- condition to a

final condition," or (c) aS constraint Satisfaction, in which

classes of objects which fait to meet the consLrainLs of the

problem are el-iminated. These three sorts of problems are noL

necessarily mutually exclusive. A particul-ar problem-solving

task may viewed as belonging to all of these generaJ- categorJ-es.

Logic problems are ones in which the solver is qiven a set

of axioms and the solution is found by applying the formal- rul-es

of logic to the axioms. A set of deductions is produced which

can be further manipulated by apptying logical operations until-

the correcL sol-ution is generated. Wetl-defined logic probì-ems

include all the information required to solve them (aside from

the rufes of Iogic, which can be assumed to be stored in long-

term memory) "

However, viewed as l-ogic problems, personal problems lack

sufficient information for a sol-ution when encountered in daiJ-y

life. This presents some difficulty for th'e idea that personal

problems are logic problems, but the logic task interpretation
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may stiÌÌ apply to social prob1ems found in self-help books. In

this context, the function of sel-f-he1p books ís to provide the

additional information necessary for the solution of the problem.

An exampfe of a personal- problem typical-Iy found in a seJ-f-help

book might be an adul-t child bothered by increasingly

unreasonable demands on his time from an elderly parent.

Examining this problem from the logical t.ask viewpoint, we

can see that a self-help book could provide the information t.hat

the adul-t. chil-d has the assertive right to spend his time in the

way that is most enjoyable or profitable to him. This

information coutd be combined with the known facts that the

parent wants to spend time wit.h the adult child' and that the

parenL/ s demands are interfering with the adult chil-d's social

and work life. The sol-ver woul-d then come to the correcL

concl-usion that he shoul-d re ject. unreasonable parental demands.

Thus, viewing personal problems aS logic tasks, ãL least within

the realm of seff-hel-p books, is possi-bIe and gives us a

description of the specific role played by the self-help book;

providing information necessary for t.he solution which may be

unavailable from other sources.

However, BeIIack, Morrison, and Mueser (l-989) pointed out

that. although Ìogic serves to reduce uncertaint.y and provide

guidance when making choices between aiternatives, mosi social-
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problems cannot be sofved using logic alone. They concfude that

formal logic is neither necessary nor sufficient to solve

personal problems. Conceiving of self-he1p problems as logic

tasks does not expJ-icitJ-y recognize the fact that. most social and

cultural- rules that we must adhere to are arbitrary, not logical "

The potential solutions arrived at by a process of deducLive

l-ogic are often impracticat due to the constraints of society and

interpersonal- relationships. If the results of deductive J-ogic

in social problem-solvinq must ultimately be eval-uated according

to constraints on socia.I behavior, then this view of the problem-

solving process ignores an important aspect of self-hel-p problem-

solvinq.

As mentj-oned above, the problems presented in self-help

books migrht also be conceived of as search problems. Search is a

process where the individual- takes successive steps which move

him or her closer to the goal- state. The primary mechanism

involved in t.he search process is means-ends analysis (Bel-l-ack et

âf., 1989). Viewed from this perspect.ive, any action that is

Laken by the problem-solver is a move t.hrough the problem space

(the Solvert s inLernal- representation) towards a goal. ff we

consider the parental demand exampJ-e, the solver weighs a number

of alternative actions and their consequences, and decides to

rejecL the next unreasonabl-e demand that the parent makes.
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As can be seen from the above example, t.his way of viewing

the problem-solvinq process is limited in it.s utility. First,

this descríption of problem-solving'does not explain how or even

whether the individual's representation of t.he probÌem determines

what alternat.ive moves are considered- With reference to the

parental demand example, t.he search model- has l-it.tle to say about

the construction of the problem space, or whether this infl-uenced

the potent.ial- solution selected. This is an J-mportant issue

since the process of representing a social problem is often more

difficult than solving it, in fact, the sol-utions frequently

become obvious once they have been adequately conceptualized

(Bel-l-ack et âf ., 1989).

Second, it is unclear how many moves in any given case are

necessary for the sol-ution of social problems, because an

adequate definition of a move has not yet been formulated.

Unlike in games like chess, where moves are distinct units, it is

impossible to determine whether social problems require more than

one move from initial state to goal state. Even in cases where

it is apparent that more than one move is required, it is unclear

how individual moves are to be evaluated without reference to the

overall plan of action, in other words, how one det.ermines what

is cfoser t.o the goal state and why. Furt.hermore, thj-s

description does not advance our understanding of how one devises
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the overal-I pJ-an. Final-ly, since any action can be cal-1ed a move

through a problem space, the model- is impossibl-e to disprove and

makes no predictions whatsoever.

Therefore, the search view adds nothing to Gick's two-stage

analysís. In fact, Gick/s (1986) analysis is superior because it

explicitty acknowledges the rol-e of the internal represent.ation

of the problem and Ís presented as a general process t.hat applies

to aII probl-em-solving activities rather than as one of three

problem t.ypes "

Conceiving of personal problems as falling into one of

Simon's three hypothetical- categories should be done on the basis

of improvement of the theoretical model of personal problems and

the rofe of self-hetp books in their solution. No such advantage

can be gained from conceiving of personal problems as either

Iogic or search tasks, The logic task model of personal problems

fails because logic is usually insufficient for the solution of

social problems, and because it does not recognize the fact that

social- and cultural consLraints limit the practical-ity of

solu¡ions arrived at by logical processes. The search task model-

al-so fail-s because it has so litt.le to say about the constructíon

of the probJ-em space, how moves through the space are selected

and evaluaLed, and. what const.it.utes a move, therefore it is noL

productive to view persOnal problems in ihis l{ay. Thus, two of
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Simon's three categories have been eliminated as ways of

conceptuaLízing personal problems. The third category of

probJ-ems postulated by Simon is the cl-ass of constraint

satisfaction tasks. Personal probl-ems are most profitably

conceived of as belonging to this cat.egory.

Const.raint satisfaction t.asks are probl-ems in which a large

class of potentiat actions or objects is narrowed down to a

unique set by specifying constraints on the solution (Simon,

1983). This way of viewing personal- probl-ems has face val-idit.y

since society and our interpersonal rel-ationships place

constraints on our behavior. These constraints explain why

personal problems often appear difficul-t Lo solve and also point

out what role self-hel-p books may have in their sol-ution.

In t.he example mentioned previously, which involved an

adul-t having trouble dealing with a parent's demands' the

individual may comply with unreasonable requests in order to

avoid hurting his or her parent's feelings. A satisfactory

solution, one that enables him to avoj-d hurting his parent's

feelings and to eliminate unreasonable demands on him, is simply

not. possible" Many personal problems take this form. Another

common example might be the business executive who woul-d like to

advance in her career while st.ill spending a great deal of time

with her children and spouse. The constraints on t.he solution
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are difficult, if not impossible to meet.

Setf-help books appear to redefine the probl-em constraints

so that the probJ-em is sof vable. In the parental- demand example,

a typical sei-f-heJ-p book might suggresL the int.roduction of a neI^I

principle; an assertive right that makes it fair and reasonabl-e

for the adult child to reject excessive demands on his time"

This right negates one of the constraints on an acceptabJ-e

solution and the problem is then readily sol-ved. In the lat.ter

exampJ-e, a sel-f-hetp book may prescribe putting one's family

ahead of one's career even to the ext.ent of impeding career

advancement. A solution can be found once the probl-em is

redefined in these terms.

As il-Iust.rated by the above analysis, concepts originalJ-y

used to classify problems such as mathematical- and geometric

problems can be applied to personal problems found in self-he1p

books. Though personal problems might traditionally be

considered il-l--defined constraint.-satisfact.ion tasks, and

t.herefore different from those studied in the problem-solving

research to date/ current theory does not indícate that they be

investigated in a different manner (Gick, l-986; Greeno' 1980,'

Simon, 1973) - Al-so, because some research in problem-solving

directly pertains to using verbal- information to sol-ve problems

(e.q., LeFevre, 1987,' Reder, Charney & Morgan, 1986, , ii is a
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bibliotherapy process .
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the seJ-f-help

Problem-solving research sugqests t.hat the way in which

information necessary for the sofutj-on of a probJ-em is presented

may determine how easily the problem is solved (Adams et âI.,

l-98B; Gick & Holyoak, 1983,'LeFevre, 1987; LeFevre & Dixon, 1-986,'

Morris, Bransford & Franks , I9'71; Perfetto, Bransford & Franks,

1983; Tarmizi & SweIler, 19BB) . What is commonly referred to as

a problem in the problem-solving lit.erature actualJ-y consists of

two parts: (a) instructions or information on how to sol-ve the

problem and (b) the stimul-us probJ-em to be solved by the sub ject.

In an experÍment.al- settinq, when responses to a stimulus problem

are used as a measure of problem-solving abiJ-ity, this stímul-us

probJ-em is referred to as a test problem.

Probl-ems presented in sel-f-help books vary in their type

and structure. Most problems have instructions which include an

abstract description of the general- situation and the procedure

which should be used to resol-ve it. This type of probJ-em

information can be cal-Ied didact.ic text. Didactic information

consists of abst.ract. statements about. general situations and

procedural information which is not about a specific person or

evenl " For instance, a sel-f-help book may suggest that when

people encounter a stressful life event they require time away
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from their responsibilities to adjust. to the new conditions.

Often the problems also incl-ude a concrete description of a

specific situation in which a particular problem-solving

procedure should be apptied. This type of instructional material

can be called an example. Examples consist of statements about a

specific person or instance in which a personal problem is

described, a procedure is applied, and the problem is sol-ved.

Examples are descriptions of events which are tied to a

particular l-ocation, tirne, and to specific peopJ-e, aIl of which

have particul-ar attributes. For instance, a book may contain a

description of a specific person, Bob, who experienced tension

between himsel-f and his father's new wife. Bob took time off

work and away from his father t.o grieve for his longr-dead mother,

and thereby eliminated the cause of his particuJ-ar problem.

Sometimes these examples are taken from the author's personal

experience, but often they are composites of several cases

consLructed for the purpose of il-l-ustrating t.he problem-solving

technique "

Examples of problems are structurally simil-ar to the

problems they exemplify, that is, the aspects of the problem

which are invol-ved in its solution are t.he same in both the

example problem and the test problem (Ross, 1989). Therefore'

examples fit Gentner's (1983) ciefinition of a problem analog, and
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include problems considered by Reed (1981) to be either

equivalent, having the same superficial story content and

so.Iution procedure; or isomorphic, having a different superficial

story content but the same solution procedure. Examples are

often referred to and used by students when solving problems in a

new domain and have been shown to be very effective as

instructional- material (Ross' t9B9) .

There are two types of examples: worked and unworked.

Worked examples are those which include the init.ial- state, the

goal state and include or describe any intermediate st.eps.

Unworked examples mereJ-y describe the initial state of the

problem in concrete terms and. omit either a specific description

of the goal- state, the intermediate steps in the solution

procedure, or both. If an unworked example instructs the reader

to at.tempt a solution and there exists some finit.e set of correct

ansv¡ers, then it. is referred to as a practice problem. lVhereas

practice problems function aS instructional information on

probJ-em-solving techniques, other kinds of unr¡¡orked examples may

function as: (a) il-l-ustrations of different types of problems,

(b) evidence for the author'S point of view, (c) el-aborations on

didactic information, or (d) demonstrations of principles

outtined in the book. Practice problems are considered a

subcategory of unworked .examples even if the correct so.l-ution is
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presented to the solver later.

Simon (1980) commented that instructional materials in

general contain worked examples and practice probJ-ems as wel-l as

didactic text.. A casual examinaLion of self-hel-p books reveafs

that in addition to didactic information, examples appear in

al-most aII of them and practice problems, although not as common,

are sometimes incl-uded (e.g., Burns, 1980; Bach & Torbet, 1985) .

Self-help books contain concrete examples of situations

which illustrate the principles or techniques taught by the book

and clarify the causes and important features of problematic

situations. Aside from the instructj-onal value of examples

(i.e., they may help the reader learn how to sofve prob]-ems), the

vividness hypot.hesis (Borgida & Nisbet.t, 1-971; Nisbett & Ross/

1980) would predict that concrete, highly imaginabJ-e information

has a greater impact on a readert s behavior and opinions than

abstract information.

To the extent t.hat a j-arge proportion of a typical book

consists of examples we may infer that t.he author considers

concrete examples to be essential to teaching the principJ-e or

technique" In fact., examples have been shown to be very

effective in teaching people to solve geometric problems (Tarmizi

& SweIIer, l-988), series completion problems (LeFevre I L9B'7) , and

computer operation skilis (Reder et â1., i-986) .
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Practice problems also appear in self-he1p books and are

important from a theoretical- viewpoint" Presumably, practice at

solving probJ-ems of a certain type shoufd have an effect on the

solution of isomorphic problems which is distinct from that

produced by worked examples (ie. problems presented with the

answers and intermed.iate steps). Problems which share the same

schema, but which have different detail-s are cal-l-ed isomorphic

problems (Reed, 1-987) . Morris et al-.'s ft917 ) transfer-

appropriate processíng model and Andersont S (L982) eclv' theory

predict that the way that a procedure j-s encoded in memory has a

significant effect on access to that information during later

problem-solving. Since the encoding of practice problems may

differ from the encoding of worked examples, one woufd expect

that information presented in these formats would differ in

j-nstructional effectiveness. AIso, practice has been shown to be

an important variable in a number of areas incl-uding probJ-em-

solving lat.ency (Carl-son, SulIivan & Schneider' 1989; McKendree &

Anderson, L}BT), dual- task performance (see Schneider &

Detweiler, 1988, for a review), and analogical problem-solving

performance (LeFevre' 1987) .

The question of whether the form of t.he information

(examples vs. didactic text) can influence the application of

t.hat information to a particular problem is an issue of special
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rel-evance to the area of seff-help books. Since any effects

produced by self-help books are necessarily attributab.Ie directl-y

or indirectJ-y to information provided by the books, the format of

the information is potentialJ-y a powerful variable.

Researchers in probJ-em-sol-ving have investigated the role

of examples in problem-solving. However, most of this evidence

deal-s with well-defined mathematics or physics problems. The

present study was designed to extend the findings of problem-

solving research to the study of self-help books in order to

advance our understanding of the effect of information format on

personal problem-solving. The present study addressed the

rel-ative effectiveness of didactic, example, and practice problem

information, as well as combinations of these thereby generating

a comprehensive overview of effect.s of information format. on

self-hel-p probtem-sol-ving performance. The experiment. included

the foll-owing four basic qroups: a no-information (NI) control-

group, a didactic information (D) group' an example (E) giroup'

and a practice probJ-em (P) group. These groups compared the

instructional- effectiveness of abstract didactic textr âfl

example, and a practice problem refative to a control group

receiving no information about. the problem.
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In addition, the experi-ment examined the effect of

combining information of various types. In order to evaluate the

effect of adding didactic information to didactic, example, and

practice problem information, the following groups were included:

a didactic group given twice the amount of didactic text (DD) ' a

didactic plus example (DE) qroup, and a didactic plus practice

problem (DP) group. Also, an example plus practice probJ-em (EP)

g-roup, and a two example (EE) group were included to eval-uate t.he

effect of adding example information to practice problem and

example j-nformation. The DE group mentioned above was used to

examine the case in which example informat.ion and didact.ic

information are combined. Finally, a two practice problems (PP)

group was incl-uded in order to evaluate whether two practice

problems produce higher scores on a personal problem-soJ-ving task

than a single pract.ice problem.

Effects of the order of present.ation were not examj-ned due

to t.he prohibitive number of groups this would have required.

Therefore, an ED group was not included in addition t.o the DE

group described above. A chart showing the ten g:roups in the

present study arranged in a four by four matrix of all possible

combinations of treatments is included in Table l-.
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Table l-

Groups fncluded in the Present Experiment

Type of informat.ion

(first set)

Type of No

information information

(second set)

Didactic Example Practice

problem

No information NI

Didactic

Example E

Practíce problem P

DD

DE

DP PP

EE

EP

Note. NI, D, E, P, DD, DE, DP, EE, EP, and PP designate

treatment. groups. Refer to text for the full- names of the

groups.
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For the purposes of the present st.udy didactic informat.ion

consisted of abstract staLements, paraphrased from self-help

books, which were not specific to one person or situation.

Example information was also paraphrased from self-help books and

consisted of statements about a specific Person' where a

problematic sit.uation was described, some action was taken, and

the problem was sol-ved. Practice probl-ems were defined as

Example problems in which subjects r^Iere instruct.ed to attempt to

sofve the problem before being presented with the solution. The

didactic information, examples, and practice problems

corresponding to each Lest problem hlere analogs of that test

problem, as defined by Gentner (1983) .

This study compared the performance of subjects given

various t.ypes of instructional- mat.erial- on personal problem-

solving tasks. Due to the large number of groups there were a

relatively large number of predictions that were made.

Predictions which hrere based on the findings of previous problem-

solving research or theoretical work are discussed below.

The NI group \^ras expected to obtain the lowest scores on

the problem-solving tasks since the subjects in this group

received no information on how to sofve the problems. Mil-Ìer

(198?) found that subjects receiving no information obtained

Iower scores on an error-detectj-on task than the same subjects
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group was expected to perform better than the Nf group on the

problem-soJ-ving task in the present experíment.

Several studies suggested that subjects qiven examples

would show superior performance to those given didacLic

information (e.9., LeFevre, 1987; LeFevre & Dixon, 1986,' Reder eL

âf., 1986) " Lefevre (l-987) found that subjects processed

didactic text differently from examples and that t.he selection of

examples can influence how successfully the procedure il-Ìustrated

can be applied. Therefore, the E group was predict.ed to score

significant.J-y higher on the problem-solving task than the D

group, which was expected to score significanti-y higher than the

NI group"

Little research has been conducted regarding the effects of

practice problems as opposed to worked examples on subsequent

probtem-solving performance. Morris et af . ' s (1971) appropriate

processing modeJ- predicts that subjects will form better

condition-act.ion pairs or productions (Anderson, 1987; Erickson &

Jones, 1978) because the original, problem-oriented processing of

the pract.ice problems all-ows better access to the action

sequencer or production in long-term memory. Adams et aI. (1988)

found that informatÍon presented in problem-oriented sentences

r4ias more readity accessed during the problem solution phase than
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when it was presented in a factual- statement.

Some evidence that the way useful information is encoded

affects subsequent problem-solving performance can be found in

studies of sel-f-instruction. Self-inst.ruction is a cognitive-

behavioral training technique which has been well- validated by

psychological research (Evangelisti, Whitman & Johnston, 1986) .

This technique involves having subjects verbal-ize questions that

arise during a problem-solving procedure as well as the answers

to those questions. For instance, ín the Evangelisti et aI.

(1986) study subjects were trained to solve a classification

problem usingr self-instruction. The subject.s fírst verbalized

the question, "What am I supposed to do in this problem?", then

answered it, rrI have to find which of the two pict.ures on this

bottom card is most tike the pict.ure on the top card. There are

t.hree vrays that the pictures can be the same. They can be the

same cofor or the same size or the same shape. " The subjects

continued with the next question in the sequence, "How can I do

this?" and answered it, "To do t.his I must look carefully at each

of the figures. It will- be a big help if I tell everything I

see.rt The sequence of questions and answers continued until- the

correct solution to the problem was obtained.

This training procedure promotes problem-oriented

processing, and thus thq appropriate-processing modeÌ (Morris eL
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â1. , 1-977 ) predicts a greater likel-ihood of correct. applicat.ion

of procedures acquired through sel-f-instruction. As well,

production theory (Anderson, 1987,'Erickson & Jonesr 1-978)

predicts that setf-instruction wil-I produce superior acquisition

of problem-sofving procedures over that produced by worked

examples or didactic informat.ion. Resul-ts of self-instruction

research support these predictions.

MiIler (1-987) found that above average readers t.rained with

sel-f-instruction performed better on a error detection task than

those trained using verbalized didactic information. SimiJ-arly'

Evangelisti et al-. (1986) demonstrated the superiorit.y of self-

inst.ruction over didactic information for a visual cl-assifícation

task. These results supported the production theories which

predicted better condition-action pair formation in the practice

problem condit.ion than in the example condj-tion. Therefore, they

indicated that practice problems in the present study woul-d

produce better problem-sotving performance than worked examples

or didactic information.

However, Tarmizi and Sweller (1988) found

examples produced higher problem-solving rates

instruct.ion when cognit.ive Ioad is smal1. This

t.hat subjects in the E condition would perform

that worked

t.han self-

result suggest.ed

better than

subject.s in the P condit,ion in the present study
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Arso, since subjecLs probabty ansi^Ier some practice problems

incorrectly, inappropriate productions may be formed by this

procedure. If this is the case, subjects who attempted practice

problems before the test problems would show lower scores than

those who received worked examples.

Perfetto et aI. (1983) found evidence that inappropriat.e

productions may interfere with subsequent problem-solvJ-ng. In

their study, subjects who answered a problem incorrectly on the

first trial- tended to answer Lhe same question incorrectÌy on a

second trial- even when they had been informed that the correct

answer had been presented in previously memorized material-. They

further established that this effect was specific to the

particular problem (i.e., t.he effect was noL found for new

problems) " The present study can be reg-arded as representing an

j_ntermediate condition in that the test problems share a common

procedure wit.h the practice problems and theoret.ically are sol-ved

by the same production.

In spite of t.he surprising nature of t.hese results they did

not pose a serious challenge to production theory. ConsequentJ-y'

we predict.ed that practj-ce problems would produce higher scores

on the personal problem-solving tasks than examples due to the

formation of better condition action pairs.

The findings of previous research discussed above suggested
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that (a) didactic information would produce better acquisition of

probJ-em-solving procedures than no information in t.he present

study,' (b) examples would produce superior acquisitíon t.o

didactic information; and (c) practice problems woul-d produce

superíor acquisition to examples. Thus, the following prediction

was made; hvpothesis 1: the mean

t.he NI, D, Et and P groups should

with NI < D < E < P.

scores on t.he test problems for

al-l- be significantJ-y different,

The present study also all-owed us to examine the effect of

combining examples and didactic information. LeFevre and Dixon

(1986) found that subjects given conflicting didactic and example

information used the example information in preference to the

didactic instructions. Their subject.s did not use the didactic

information presented to them. From this resul-t I^Ie expected that

t.he addition of didactíc text to a worked example would not

prod.uce any signif icant increase in probJ-em-soJ-ving SucceSS.

However, assuming that worked examples produce superior problem-

sotving to didactic instructions, the DE group was expected to

perf orm better than t.he D group.

The Didactic plus Didactic group was included for the sake

of completeness. Research by Reder et aI. (1986) has shown that.

concept elaborations produce no improvement but that practical

procedural elaborations .improve probl-em-solving. Therefore, it
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was expected, that the addition of more didactic information woufd

not improve performance over the didactic alone group-

There was evidence that the Example pJ-us Example group would

show better performance than the E, D, and DE groups. Gick and

Holyoak (1983) demonstrated that. the provision of two examples

d.ramatically improved schema induction and transfer performance

over ej-ther one example or a verbal description of the underlying

princj-ple, as welì- as a combination of both. They attrj-but.ed

this finding to the operation of an analogiical nappingi process

requirinq two analogs in order to function. ff the posLulated

mapping process exists it would operat.e in the present experiment

as weII. Hvpothesis 2 was that the addition of example

information to didactic, example and pract.ice problem information

woul-d increase scores over those obtained by groups receiving

didactic, example and practice probJ-em information alone, that

is, DE ) D, EE ) E, and EP > P.

No research has thus far examined whether adding practice

problem j-nformation to other j-nstructional information improves

performance on a problem-solving task. However, Gick and

Holyoak's (1983) anatogical mapping process would supposedly

operate

better

better

on addiLional practice problem information to produce

problem-solving. As weII, production t'heory predicts

condition-action .pair formation due to problem-orient.ed
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processing when practice probJ-em information is added to other

information. Accordingly, hvpothesis 3 was that the addition of

practice probJ-em information to didact.ic, example and practice

problem information woufd improve subjects' performance over

those subjecLs who received didactic, example and pract.ice

problem information alone, that is, DP ) D, EP ) E, and PP > P "

Method

Sub-ìect s

One hundred male and one hundred femal-e undergraduate

students from the University of Manitoba undergraduate subject

pool received credit Lowards the completion of an Introductory

psychology course in return for t.heir participation in the study"

A maximum of three non-native English speakers were al-l-owed in

each of the t.en groups. If any group had more than t.hree non-

native English speakers then randomly sel-ected non-EngJ-ish

speaking subjects were dropped from t.he group unt.il only three

non-naLive English speakers remained in the group- Eight

subjects were dropped from the st.udy because they were non-naLive

EngJ-ish speakers.

Materials

The materials used in the experiment included didactic

instructional- text paraphrased from self-help books, didactic

text expanded to twice j,ts original length, test problems
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paraphrased from self-help books, examples of problems and their

sol-utions that vlere analogous to the test probJ-ems, and practice

problems ident.ical- to the analogi example problems except for the

addition of instructions to attempt a sol-ution-

Didactic instructional- text was expanded t.o approximateJ-y

twice its original- Iength by incl-uding paraphrased repetitions of

statements already in the didactic text. The resulting text

inctuded about doubl-e t.he number of words but no more conceptual

information than the original. For example, the foJ-lowing

statement t^ras presented in the D Condit.ion, "Frequently we may

poison ourselves by projectingr onto other people some quaJ-ity in

ourselves that we are unwilling to accepLr " while in the DD

condition similar informaLion appeared in this form, "FrequentJ-y

we may poison ourselves by projecting onto other people some

qual-ity in oursel-ves that we are unwilling to accept. Thus, wê

may find some aspect of our personality unacceptable and so we

att.ribute it to another." (see Appendix D).

Analog exampl-es of problems and their sol-utions were

generated by the experimenter to be isomorphic (Reed, I9B7 ) to

test problems and their solutions paraphrased from self-help

books. General- schemata were derived from specific Problem

examples and their solutions described in t.he books (see Appendix

I). These schemata were used to generate examples and practice
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probl-ems and to ensure that the didactic information was

analogous to the information provided in the other formats. The

analog examples preserved the structure of t.he schemata without

dupJ-icating the det.ails of the originaÌ problem-solution set.

These example problems were used in the Example (E) condition

(see Appendix B).

Subjects in the P condition received the above analog

examples with instructions to attempt a sol-ution inserted between

the probl-em statement and the corresponding solution. The

sol-utions \^Iere presented on a separaLe page in this condition

(see Appendix C).

Four test problems r^iere used to evaluate subjects' problem-

solving performance. These were paraphrased from problems found

in four different sel-f-hel-p books (see Appendix E) . The first

test. problem dealt with a man who wanted to phone a vloman he met

at a part.y, but was afraid of being rejected. The second test

problem dealt with a \^Ioman who wanted to make an extremely

elaborate cake but could not spare t.he large amount of time

necessary. The third test problem described a man who ret.urned

to a supermarket to get his lost purchases replaced and who had

to deal assertively with the objections of the ci-erk. The final

t.est problem involved a woman who was depressed about. her life

but was not sure why. The soluLions which correspond to t.hese
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test problems were not presented to Subjects but served as

criteria for independent raters' judgments of subject-g-enerated

sol-utions. The ratings obtained Served as the dependent

of the subjects' abil-ity to correctly sol-ve the problems

compl-ete Iisting of didactic information, examples' and

probl-ems used in the study is at.tached (see Appendices A

E) . In addit.ion, the subjects were required to ans\áIer a

demographic questionnaire, which included questions on f

measure

-fr

practice

through

language and Sex, and a post-experiment.al questionnaire

Appendíces F and G).

irst.

(see

Procedure

Sub ject.s were divided into ten grouPs of 20 peopJ-e. Testing

was carried out. in groups of 4 to 20 subjects per test session.

First, the demographic quest.ionnaire was administ.ered to the

subjects. Each subject was then asked to provide Sol-utions to

four different personal problems taken from four different sel-f-

help books. Immediately prior to solving each of the probJ-ems

the subjects were given instructionaÌ information about how to

solve the probJ-em. Each group received this information in a

different. format. For instance, the subject.s in the DE group

recej-ved did,actic informat.ion on how to solve test. problem I,

then an exampfe il-Iustrating the correct procedure for the

so,l-ution of test probl-em 1/ and then Lest probl-em 1. Nexi, the
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Tabl-e 2

Sequence of Information and Test Problems for Each Group

Group Sequence of information and test probfem presentation

NI

D

E

P

DD

DE

DP

EE

EP

PP

T1 T2 T3 T4

D1a

E1a

P1-a

T1 D2a

Tl E2a

Tl P2a

T2 D3a

T2 E3a

T2 P3a

T3 D4a

T3 E4a

T3 P4a

T4

T4

T4

D1a D1b Tl D2a D2b T2 D3a

Dl-a El-a T1 D2a E2a T2 D3a

Dl-a Pl-a Tl Dza P2a T2 D3a

Ela E1b T1 F'2a Bzb T2 E3a

E1a P1b T1 E2a P2b T2 E3a

Pl-a Pl-b T1 P2a Pzb T2 P3a

D3b T3 D4a D4b T4

E3a T3 D4a E4a T4

P3a T3 D4a P4a T4

E3b T3 E4a E4b T4

P3b T3 E4a P4b T4

P3b T3 P4a P4b T4

Note. T1 represents test problem 1, T2 represents test probJ-em 2'
etc. .

Note. The first tetter in the information format code represenLs the
For* in which the information was presented, either didactic, example
or practice problem. The number following the letter denotes the
test problem to which the instructional information corresponds.
Since two sets of each type of information were consLructed for the
study, the fowercase letter in t.he above table was included to
indicat.e which set. hras used in any given case. For instance' El-a
represenLs example information for test problem 1, the first exampJ-e-
pzb represents practice problem informatj-on for test. problem 2, the
second practice Problem.
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subjects received didactic information on how to solve test

probÌem 2, then an example illustrating the procedure, and then

test problem 2, and so on for problems 3 and 4. The t.ype of

instruction the subjects received prior to each probJ-em depended

on the group to which they belonged (see Table 2) " Half the

subjects received the problems in reverse order so that any

linear trend in t.he Scores could not be attributed purely to

differences in the rel-ative difficulty of the problems.

Subjects in the No Information (NI) group did not receive

any information on solving the test problems. Subjects in the

Didactic (D) group received didact.ic instructions paraphrased

from the self-heIp book from which the corresponding test. problem

was derived alternating with t.he test problems (see eppendix A).

Subjects in the Example (E) group v,Iere given solved examples

which vrere isomorphic to the test probJ-ems (see Appendix B) -

Subjects in the Practice Problem (P) group l^Iere given the same

solved exampJ-es aS the E group but were asked to Sofve each of

the pract.ice problems prior to looking at the corresponding

solution (see APPendix C).

Subjects in the Didactic-Didactic (OO¡ group were given

didactic instructions similar to those for the D group but

expanded t.o approximately twice the number of words before each

test problem (see Append.ix D) . Subjects in the Did'actic pius
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Example (DE) group were given both the didactic information from

the D condition and the worked examples from the E condition

before each test. probJ-em (see Appendices A and B). Subjects in

the Didactic plus Practice Problem (DP) group were given both the

didactic text. and the practice problem from the P condition (see

Appendices A and C). Subjects in the remaining groups (EE' EP,

PP) received combinations of informat.ion in the same way (see

Appendices B and C).

Al-I materials inctuding information and test problems were

presented in booklets. Subjects wrote t.heir answers to the

practice problems and. test problems in the booklets. They were

not permitt.ed to l-ook back at earl-ier problems or to make changes

to attempted practice or test problems. Subjects were all-otted

3.5 minutes to read or respond to each Set of instructional

information and 5 minut.es for each test problem. Thus, subjects

receiving two Sets of information were given 7 minutes to

assimil-ate both sets of information and 5 minutes to sol-ve the

test problem. A total of 48 minutes was aÌlotted for the

completion of atl four units in grroups DD, DE, DP, EE, EP, and

pp, each unit consist.ing of instructional informat.ion and a test

problem, while groups D, Et and P r¡¡ere given 34 minutes, and

group NI was given 20 minutes,
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Results

The solutions to the four problems were rated by two

independent raters for similarity to the solutions found for the

corresponding problems in the self-hel-p books. The raters used a

five-point Likert scale to score the solutions. Thus, scores for

each problem ranqed from 0 to 4. Specific poj-nt values for each

part of the probJ-em so.l-ution were provided to the rat.ers for each

test problem (see appendix H). Scores for the four problems were

then added together to produce a total score with a possible

range of 0 to 16. The raters were blind to the conditions and

the hypotheses of the exPeriment.

An interrater reliabiJ-ity coefficient was calculated using

Cronbach's atpha st.atistic (Cronbach, Ikeda & Avner' 19641 . The

interrater reliability was relatively high (alpha : 0.85, P (

" 0001) "

Group differences in t.otal score over all four test

problems h¡ere evafuaLed using an a priori Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-

Wel-sch multiple range (REGWQ) statistic with alpha set at .05.

This test was sel-ected because it performs all possible

comparisons with reasonable power, but controls the

experimentwise alpha level- better than the more popular Duncan'S

multiple range test (Einot & Gabriel, l-975) . In addition, a

t.rend by treatment interaction analysis of t.he Scores for the
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individual test problems in each of the ten groups was carried

out. This test was conducted with alpha set at. .05 to evafuate

any different.j-aI effects of practice between groups. Total

experimentwise al-pha, therefore, was .0975.

An overall- one-way ANOVA was performed in order to obtain

the error term that was used in the a priori REGWQ analysis. The

.A,NOVA found significant. group differences, F (9r 190) 3.L61

p<"01. The results of the R-EGWQ statistic are presented in Table

3. The EE, DP, EP, and DE groups performed significantJ-y better

than the NI control- giroup, g (190) = 4.61-' P< - 05 -

Hypothesis 1 stated t.hat. the mean scores on the test

problems for the Nf , D, E, and P groups shoul-d al-I be

significantJ-y different, with NI < D < E < P. This hypothesis

was not supported by the results of the REGWQ anatysis -

Some support for hypothesis 2 was evident in that the DE, EE

and Ep groups were significantty different from the control group

while D, E, and P groups were not. The differences between D and

DE, E and. EE, and between P and EP were in the expected

direction; however, they were not significant. This finding

indicates t.hat examples presented in combination with other

information are significantly more effective as instructionaf

material than no information.
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Table 3

Resul-ts of the Mul-tiple Ranqe A¡al-vsis

Group Mean S. D.

EEu

DPu

FlP

DE.

E.¡

DDuu

D--

DI ab

PP"u

NIo

6. 90

6.75

6.45

6.25

6.00

s. 90

5.70

s. 60

4 .95

4.00

2 -33

2.3L

2.64

2.3r

r_. 83

r_. 88

2.67

2 .08

2.06

1,.29

Note. Groups which have the same subscript do not differ from

each other.
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Hypothesis 3 stated that adding practice probJ-em information

to didactic, example and practice problem information should

improve subjecls/ scores over t.hose subjects who received only

one set of information. This hypothesis \,¡as not supported since

the differences between D and DP, E and EP, and P and PP groups

were not signíficant " Unl-ike the group differences postulated

inhypothesis 2, these differences were not al-l in the expected

direction "

While DP and EP groups rÁrere significantly different from the

control and obtained high Scores relative to the other groupst

group PP obtained the l-owest mean score of any group other than

the control. This result indicates that adding a pract.ice

problem to either didactic or example ínformation improved

subjects' Scores over the Nf controf group while combining a

practice problem with anoLher practice problem did not - This

contradicts hypothesis 3 which stated that adding practice

probl-em information t.o didactic, example' and practice probl-em

information should increase subjectst ScoreS on the test

problems. It is al-so important since it may indicat.e that

practice problems have d.ifferent effects when presented in pairs

t.han when presented with other types of informatj-on. However,

since the differences between DP and PP and between EP and PP

were not significant, Ltús is difficult Lo assert-
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A¡other difference which was of theoretical interest was the

refaLíve mean scores of EE and PP groups. These groups received

identical- information, yet they obtained scores which appeared to

differ considerabJ-y, althougrh this difference was not significant

in the REGWQ analysis, either.

Since the three d.ifferences between EE and PP, DP and PP and

between EP and PP were not significant in t.he REGVüO analysis, buL

were of considerable theoretical importance, a post hoc analysis

was carried out. This analysis was conducted in order that.

conclusions coul-d be drawn about the effect. of practice probl-ems

with greaLer confidence.

The post hoc analysis \^ras undertaken using pairwise Fisher

t*tests t.o examine the three differences mentioned above (EE vs.

PP, DP vs. PP, and EP vs. PP). Post hoc Fisher t-tesLs were

selected since they were the most powerfuJ- of the commonly used

procedures. Some researchers believe that Fisher tests infl-ate

t.he experimentwise atpha rate to an unacceptable extent.

However, if relatively few Fisher tests are used' Lhe

experimentwise alpha raLe remains tolerabl-e (Howe1.I, 1-982' PP.

343-344) . rn this case, 3 t-tests hlere performed out of a

possible 45 pairwise comparisons "

It. was also felt that using the Fisher Lests was justified

for the followingi reasons. First., the relatively fow mean score
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of the PP group has important implicalions for theory. Secondly'

the t.-tests were used to reinforce the fíndings of the REGWQ

analysis rather than to support new concl-usions independent of

the original analysis. FinaIly, both the difference between EE

and PP and the difference between DP and PP would have been

significant in the original analysis had the more colnmon Duncan's

multiple range test been used rat.her than the REGWQ analysis.

The t-tests found the difference bet\,Ieen EE and PP groups to

be significant, t (1-90) : 2.83, P<.01, as well- as the difference

between DP and PP' t(190) = 2'6L, g('05, and between EP and PP'

t(190) :2.I1, p<.05. The resufts of the Fisher tests show that

the EE, DP and EP groups obtained significantly higher scores

than the PP grouP.

The trend by treatment analysis on the individual problem

scores in each of the groups did not detect any group by time

interaction. A sígnificant inverse quadratic trend was detected'

F (3,570)

probJ-ems being significantly lower than scores on the second and

third problems. However, this trend cannot be attributed to a

combination of practice and fatigue effects because it is

symmetrical and therefore might be due to d.ifferences in problem

difficutt.y. In reLrospect' presenting the problems in random

order woul-d have been a.better conLrol procedure t.han reversing
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the order of the individual- problems. This procedure would have

allowed for the interpretation of symmetrical trends as well as

l-inear ones.

Some significant relationships were found between subjects/

responses to various questions on the demographic and post-

experimental questionnaires. A significant correlation was

found (r:0.46, p<.0001) between the number of self-help books

read and how often the subject looked at. the Psychology section

in bookstores. Those subjects who reported looking at the

psychology section of bookstores most often' IÁIere also like1y to

have read the greatest number of self-hel-p books. AIso, a

significant correl-ation was found (r : 0.27, P(.0001) between how

often the subject looked the Psychology section in bookstores and

how helpful (as opposed to harmful) the subject. judged self-heIp

books to be. The more helpful- subjects judged self-help books to

bê, the more often they reported looking at the Psychology

section of bookstores. An ANOVA carried out on the subjects'

ratings of how often they l-ooked at t.he Psychology sect.ion in

bookstores found a significant difference between male and femal-e

sub jects, F (1, 1-98) = 5. ?3, p(.05, i2 = 0.03 - women reported

looking at the Psychology sect.ion of bookst.ores more often than

men. FinaIIy, an ANOVA carried out on the subjects' judgements

of the dif f icu.Ity of changing one's behavior revea.l-ed a
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significant. difference between men and women, F(1/198) 9.20'

p<.01, r' = 0.04. Womens/ judgments of the difficulty of

changing one' s behavior were significantly higher than those made

by men.

Discussion

The results of the REGWQ analysis did not. detect significant

differences between NI, D, E, and P groups, contrary to

hypothesis 1. This indicates that none of the single sets of

information, regard.J-ess of whether they contained didactic

information, examples or practice problems, were effective as

instructional material- in this study. This implies that. subjects

cannoL easily learn how to solve personal probJ-ems from written

material that gives only one examPle, one pract.ice problem, or

one dídactic passage. It may be that at l-east two sets of

information are necessary for significant learning to take place.

The REGWQ anal-ysis found significant differences beLween EE,

EP and DE groups and the NI conLrof, which indicates that

examples are effective as instructional material when combined

with another example or Some other type of information. As

mentioned above, the differences between D and DE, E and EE, and

P and EP groups were in the predicted direction; subjects who

were given example information in addition to another set of

information obtained higher scores than subjects receiving only
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one Set of information. However, these differences were not

significant. This provides partial- support for hypothesis 2,

which stated that adding example information to didactic,

example, and practice problem information woul-d increase

subjects' scores.

There is some similarity between this finding and Gick and

Holyoakt s (1983) finding that subjects who were given two

examples performed significantly better than subjects given only

one example or didactic information or a combination of bot'h.

Gick and Holyoak postulated the exÍstence of an analogical

mapping process that required two examples to function. However,

it. cannot be concluded that t.his analogical mappingr process is

operating in the present study because the REGWQ analysis did not

find siqrnificant differences between EE and E, EE and D, or EE

and DE. Furthermore, group DE performed significantl-y better

than the NI control, which woul-d not be expected if the

analogical mapping process works only with exampfes¡ âs asserted

by Gick and HoIYoak.

Hypothesis 3 was not supported by the results of t.he REGWQ

analysis. Practice problem information combined with either

didactic (Dp) or example (EP) information enabled t.he subjects to

obtain significantly higher scores than the control grouP' but

presenting two practice .problems (PP) did not. The REGWQ
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analysis failed to detect any significant differences between DP

and PP or between EP and PP. However, the post hoc Físher t-

tests found these differences to be significant.

It is interesting that group EE obt.ained the highest mean

score of any group. A post hoc Fisher t-test found a significant

difference between EE and. PP even though the only procedural

difference between the two gTroups was that subjects in group PP

attempted to sofve the problem before being given the solution.

Since the two groups were given identical problems and sofutions,

at.t.empting to solve the practice problem must have interfered

with the abilit.y of t.he subjects in t.he PP group to use

information in t.he correct solution-

Hypothesis 3 was based on production theory (Anderson, I9B2)

which predicLs that subjects given practice problems woul-d form

superior productions and so obtain the highest scores. Asking

subjects to solve the pract.ice problem may have caused subjects

to form inappropriate product.ions which interfered witfr

performance even after the correct solution had been presented.

This is contrary to Anderson' s (L982) ACT* theory, which predicts

that. productions wiÌl- be modified by present'ing the correct

solution.

Research by Perfet.to et aI. (1983) also found evidence that

product.ions are not aut.omatically modified by subsequent'Iy
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presented information" They reported that attempting to solve a

problem tirnits access to previously acquired information relevant

to solving that ProbJ-em.

In t.heir experiment, subject.s vrere given information, then

presented with problems which coul-d be solved using this

information. One group of subjects was informed that the

previously presented informat.ion would help them solve the

probl-ems, while another group l{7as not informed of this. The

informed group obtained higher scores on the problems than the

uninformed. group. The uninformed group was then informed of t.he

relevance of t.he previously presented information and given a

Second chance to sofve the problems. On the second tríal, the

uninformed group stilI scored significantly l-ower than the group

which had been informed on the first trial. Subsequent

experiments in the study estabÌished that generating solutions

for problems interfered with accessing the relevant information

in memory when solving t.he Same problems on a second trial.

The access failure described by Perfetto et aI. can be

viewed as interference by an inappropriate production. Since the

original- productions generated by subjects in the uninformed

group did not. include accessing the previously acquired

information, subject.s were less likely to search for the relevant

information in memory. Viewed in this wâY, Perfetto et aI.'s
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results are contrary to A¡derson's (1982) acl* theory.

Anderson's theory predicts that the productions should have been

modified when the subjects were informed of the importance of the

previousJ-y acquired information. Therefore, Perfet.to et al.ts

study indicates that Andersont s theory needs to be expanded to

account for this fail-ure to modify incorrect productions.

There were important differences between this experiment and

Perfettots study. First., this experiment used ill-defined,

personaJ- problems, whil-e Perfetto et aÌ. used well--defined,

rid.dle-type probfems. second, the practice problems were

isomorphic to the test problems in the present study, whereas

Perfetto et. al. used identical problems. Final-Iy, subjects in

the present experiment were given the correct answer after

generating their own sol-ution, while in Perfetto et af-'s

experiment they were referred to previously acquired information.

In spite of these differences, inappropriate productions

appear to interfere with subsequent problem-solving in both

studies. Thís implies that the formation of inappropriat.e

productions can interfere with subsequent problem-solving whether

the problems are iIl-defined or well-defined, and r¡Ihether the

subsequent problems are isomorphic or identical. Both st.udies

al-so indicate that. these inapproprj-ate productions are noL

readil-y modified by subsequently presented information.
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The correfations found among the questionnaire items were

generally not very strong, except for the correfation between the

number of books read. and the subject/ s report of how often they

Iooked at the Psychotogy section in bookstores. This correl-ation

should exist from a theoretical point of view, since both should

be an index of overall interest in setf-hel-p books. This highJ-y

signíficant. result índicates t.hat these items have at least some

validity. The sex difference found in how often subjects l-ooked

at psychology books in bookstores seems to indicate that \^romen

are somewhat more interested in Self-help books than men are.

This may be due to the way in which self-help books are marketed.

Forest (1_985) found that a Ìarge proportion of commercial sel-f-

help books were int.ended specifically for women readers. If

publishers are indeed producing large numbers of books designed

to attract women readers, then it woul-d not be surprising that

women show somewhat gireater overall interest in self-he1p books.

women tended to rate the difficult.y of changing one's

behavior slightly higher than men did. This might be due to

response bias, since men may

confidence in their abilitY

be less likely to rePort. a lack

to change or control their behavior.

The limitations of the present research include constrainLs

on the statist.ical po\^Ier of the analysis, and the selection and

number of t.he test. problems. The fact that the experiment

a

of
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included ten groups restricted the choice of the statistical-

analysis. If a smalfer number of groups had been included'

statistical- analysis could have been carried out using a simple

one-way ANOVA with either a priori Bonferroni t-tests or post hoc

Fisher t-tests. This would have resul-ted in a substantial-

increase in the power of the statistical test, without dang-er of

infl-ating the experimentwise alpha level (HowelI , L9B2t p. 343) '

The REGVüQ test used here was necessarily conservative, and

therefore J-acking in sufficient power to detect theoreticalJ-y

important. differences "

As mentioned above, the significant quadratic trend in mean

scores for the test. problems could not be interpreted in terms of

practice or fatigue effects. This was because the procedure of

reversing t.he order of the test problems did not control- for

differences in problem difficutt.y. Future sLudies should present

test problems in rand.om order and should equate problems for

difficulty. AIso, using a greaLer number of test problems might

serve to red.uce variability in total scores, t.hereby increasing

the power of the statistical analyses -

There has been very little research on practice problems to

date. The resul-ts of the present experiment suggest that

research with practice problems may have important consequences

for probl-em-solving theory. Therefore, furt.her research shoufd



be conducLed to det.ermine what factors influence the

and modification of productions when solving personal

problems. As weIl, a replicat.ion of Perfetto et aI-/

isomorphic problems instead of identical problems is

53

formation

and other

s st.udy wíth

indicated.
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Appendix A

Didactic Informat-ion

1. Frequently we may poison oursel-ves by projectingi onto other people
Some quality in ourselves that we are unwilling to accept. (An

effect.ive antidote invol-ves making contact with these alienated parts
and. al-lowing oursel-ves to experience them) . Much self-poisoning occurs
as a result of people/ s inability to accept t.hose parts of themselves
which they feel- are undesirable, uncomplimentary, or disruptÍve to their
image of how t.hey "Should" be. PeopJ-e always pay the price when they
reject part of themselves. Taking risks means reachingi out despite
fears and anxieties. We can't expect our fears and anxiet.ies to simply
disappear. OnIy after we experience reaching out are anxieties and
fears IikeIy to diminish-

2. The ability to see things in perspective and the technique of
simplifying can be gradual-Iy learned by developing the habit of asking
oursefves these four questions:
-VüilI it matter in five years?
-What do I need more of in l-ife?
-What. do I need less of?
-How can I simplify this?
With t.he habit of t.hese questions wil-l come some new skil-Is- the art of
"discretionary neg'lect, " the art of saying nor the art of deciding what
not to do, the art of discerning which t.hings are worLh doíng well...and
which things are just worth doing ...and which things are not worth
doíng at aII "

3. you may find it necessary to refuse a request several times before a
person "hears,' you. In this case, you can use a technique called the
broken record. To use the technique you ca1mly repeat your refusal with
or without your original reason for declining. You do so as often as is
required. You may find it heJ-pfu1 to practice this with a friend.
Continue to refuse any compromise that is unsatisfactory. Stat.e your
refusal briefJ-y and bluntfy; avoid apologies and long explanations. Try
to use rrlrr messages because they indicaLe that you have made a choice
about what you vrant to do, rather t.han what you think you can or should
do.

4. We musL recognize the fact that our expectations, real and
unrealistic, are products of our culture. Living in a society which
wOrShips SuCCeSS, money, pov¡er/ and prest.ige, aS ours dOes, it iS
understandable that our expectations are this v¡ay. The point is that
depression is usually tied Lo a lost dream that entail-s perfect.ion. The
unhappy hroman frequently doesntt understand that she is grieving for
something that is l-ost, and that t.he lost dream developed from her
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"shoulds". Al-I a woman may understand is that she is furious, either
with herseÌf or with someone e1se. This is understandable, because her
self-esteem has been bound up in achieving this dream however
unreal-istic. This is what makes t.he loss so hard to take. We must
identify the lost dream and the underlying "shoulds. that cause the
depression before it can be overcome.
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Appendíx B

Exampl-e Information

1a. Example: One of Bettyts friends mentioned to her t.hat a l-ocal-
agencl *as looking for some new fashion mode.l-s. Betty was interested in
thís news because she had always dreamed of a model-ling career but felt.
she was not good-Iooking enough. Whenever her parents or friends had
suggested she become involved in modelling she always found some excuse
to avoid visiting the agencies. Now, she realized she would not have
many more opportunities to break into the highly competitive world of
model-l-íng since she woul-d soon be considered too ol-d to start. Betty
really wanted to model- but was afraid that she woul-d be rejected by the
agency and that her ego woul-d be crushed. She convinced herseÌf that
the agencies vlere only interested in a certain "type", and that the
agency woul-d be unwil-Iing to hire her because she was too unusual
looking. Betty began to think t.hat she should at l-east try attending an
open audition. She wanted affirmation of her attractiveness but was

afraid to try out because she felt being rejected would be painful and
humiliat.ing" Betty was torn between her two options and needed to come

to some decision before the open audition. What should Betty do?

Sol-ution: Bett.y realized that t.rying ouL was important t.o her and al-so
that she feared rejection. She said to herself,"I'Il- go to the
audition. It m afraid that. I'l-l- be really hurt if the agency doesn/t
feel- ftm attractive enough. But I also know that if I dontt try now

I, I1 never get another chance . T' m going to the audition. I know I'm
afraid and Irm going t.o go anyway." She did go and was given some part-
time modell-ing work as a result.

1b. Example: Cheryl wanted to join an aerobics class but felt that the
oLher students would think she looked ridiculous jumping up and down in
a l-eotard. She was convinced that the others were simply prejudiced
against fat. people and would think that she was too overweight. to keep
up with the other people in the class. If she joined she would be
exposing herself to spoken or unspoken criticism by Iithe but heartless
people. She feared that going to the cl-ass would dest.roy her self-
esteem and so she told herself that others would not accept her as she
was. On the other hand. she had tried everything else and wasn't able to
lose weight. She al-so had a friend who had slimmed down incredibly by
joining an aerobics club. She want.ed to go and began working up her
couragie. "I rea1ly should. go down and join the class this evening...but.
I'I1 make a spectacle of myself just watking in. I/ve heard that if
you're too fat. they won'L.even let. you join anyway." She conLinued to
vacíIlate between her desire to join and her fear of looking fool-ish for
months. What shoul-d Cheryl do?
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Solution: "I want to join the aerobics class but ltm worried about it,
too- I/m afraid that someone there will- make a comment that wil-1 send
me running out of the room in tears. But if I don/t 9ro soon I/lI never
go aL aII. T'm going to join. Itm scared and thatts what f want to do.
Cheryl joined the cl-ass and found that she really enjoyed it.

2a. Example: A woman was trying to organize a large part.y for the
staff of her communi-ty organization. She looked into renting a haII,
getting a Iiquor l-icense, catering food, and arranging entertainment.
ihe evening she planned was going to be an ambitious project. What
shou.l-d this woman do?

Sol-ution: She eventualty decided to reserve a couple of large t.abl-es at

" l"cal night club where entertainment and drinks would be provided.

2b. Example: A young elementary school teacher spent. 20 or 30 hours a

week aesigning attractive 2- and 4-co1or handouts and inst.ruction
booklet.s for her students. They generaÌIy included at least two funny
drawings or cartoons (she was quite good at drawing) and some examples
of student work from previous years. She had very little time l-eft for
social activities and found it increasíngly difficult to prepare Iessons
on time. What shoul-d t.he teacher do?

Solut.ion: She eventually cut back on t.he amount. of time she spent on

the handouts, cutting out comic strips from the newspaper rather than
d.rawing original ones, and sticking to btack printing on col-ored paper.
She was abl-e to meet her deadl-ines easily and had a much more enjoyable
workday and social life.

3a. Example: A door-to-door salesman called on Carlo and tried to sell-
him encyclopedias by making him feel guilty and anxious. Write down a

conversation that shows how Carlo should handle this situatíon.

Solution: Carlo did not want to buy any encyclopedias and used the
broken record technique to prevent the salesman from manipulating him
into buying. He was persistent and nonmanipulable. No matter what the
other person said, Carl-o responded with "I understand (how you feeJ-)'
but f/m not interested (in buying an encyclopedia)." The dialogue went
something like this:
Salesman: You want your cþildren to fearn faster, don't you?
Carl-o: I understand, but f 'm noL interested.
Salesman: Your wife woul-d wanL her children to have them.
Carl-o: I understand, but Itm not interested in buying.
Salesman: you don't understand, otherwise you would buy these for your
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chil-dren.
Carl-o: I understand how you feel, but I'm not interested.
Salesman: You keep saying the same thing. Can't you say anything else?
Carlo: I understand, but I/m not int.erested in buying-
Salesman: Let me ask one question. How old are your children?
Carl-o: I understand, but. Itm not interested-

3b. Exampl-e: Fred,s boss asked him to postpone his vacation. However,
Fred didn, t wanL to chang¡e his pJ-ans since he had already contacted his
parents and told them when he was coming to visit. Write down a

conversation that shows how Fred should handle t.his situation.

Solution: Fred used the broken record technique to prevent his boss
from coercingr him into putting his vacation time off. No matter what
his boss said, Fred. responded withr "I understand (that you want me to
work during JuIy) , but I won't (post.pone my vacaLion) . " The dialogue
went }ike this:
Fredts boss: Fred, Itm sorry but I'm going to have to ask
postpone your vacation time.
Fred: I understand, but f won't postpone my vacation.
Fred's boss: I know you wanted to get away in JuIy' but we

you to

real-J-y need
you here.
Fred: I understand t.hat you want me to work during Ju1y, but I won't.
Fred's boss: Coul-dntt you just change your plans? I promise you can
take the time off in August.
Fred: I understand that you viant me to work during JuIy, but I won't
postpone my vacation.
Fredrs boss: I don/t understand why it/s such a big deal-. Can't you see
my side of it ?

Fred: I understand, but I won't postpone my vacaLion-
Fredt s boss: You know July is a busy time for us. We're going to need
everyone here to take orders.
Fred: I understand, but I won't postpone my vacation-

4a. Example: Sheii-a is thirty-eight, a divorced woman who owns and
runs a small shop. She is a conLrolled woman who seems to be cold and
distant. yet, the more she talks, Lhe more this indifference seems like
a facade. "My work supports me very wellr rr She SayS, "and I'm thankful
for that. But itrs boring. Itd like to be doing something el-se but Irm
not sure what. Often I feel I have so much inside me that I'm going to
explode.

"I try to do as much as I can. I ice skate, gro to concerts, 90 out
with men.

"I hate the not.ion of marriage. T' m scared to give up my freedom.
But part of me wanLs marriage - or a enduring relationship with a man-"
She shrugs. "I feel agitated a l-ot of the Lj-me and yet I know I do
more than many PeoPle I know.
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,'Sometímes ftm furious oh, if I see a married woman who is able to
do whatever she wants in life because her husband is supporting her, or
if I wal-k past a superb piece of jewelry t.hat T can/t afford. I adore
beautifuJ- things. I have an arList's sensitivities. I need to find an

outlet for that. But I can't give up my business; I like my nice house
and cJ-othes, and, besides, what am I going to live on when I retire?

"Sometimes I think I've been just a bit depressed all my life. Some

mornings I wake up feeling so lethargic, and don't know why. Sometimes
I think f was born to be a princess and here I am toiling away ! "

Solution: Sheil-ah says she should be a princess. She wishes to be
suppòrted by a husband and thereby escape her workaday existence. This
is- ãn example of a lost dream that l-eads to depression. Al-so note that
she is caught between two important "shoulds", she should have found a

suitable husband to support. her and she should be successful and
independent.

4b. Example: June was a violinist who quit music to raise her family.
At the time she had wanted to devote herself fully to her husband and
children. Soon, however, she found that she missed playing for an

audience. She returned to playingi concerts and recitals after an eight
year absence. But she had repeated bouLs of depression. The musicians
ihe worked with were professional-s and next to them she fel-t she l-ooked
merely average. June could see that she woul-d never be the star pJ-ayer
that. she once thought she could be. After several- months she was ready
to give up. rrltts no use, " she said, "I was a fool- to think I coul-d do

this. " "

Solution: June
viol-inist, but
set herself the
people who had
young family.
spit.e of this.

had given up her dream of ever becoming an exceptional
was unable to forgive herself for this fail-ure. she had
extremely difficult. task of being as good or better than

been playing aII along while she had been busy raising a

she felt that she ,'should" have been abte to succeed in
She was demanding the impossible of herself-
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Appendix L

Practíce Probl-ems

la. practice problem: One of Betty's friends mentioned to her that a

local- agency was looking for some new fashion models. Betty was
interest.ed in this news because she had always dreamed of a modelling
career but fel-t she was not good-looking enough. Whenever her parents
or friends had. suggested she become involved in modelling she always
found some excuse to avoid visiting t.he agencies. Now, she realized she
would not have many more opportunities to break ínto the highly
competitive world of model-ling since she would soon be considered too
o1d to start. Betty really wanted to model but was afraid that she
would be rejected by the agency and that her ego would be crushed. She

convinced herse.l-f that the agencies were only interested in a certain
,,Lype,', and that. the agency would be unwilling to hire her because she
\Á¡as too unusual tooking. Betty began to think that she should at least
try attending an open audition. She wanted affirmation of her
attractiveness but was afraid to t.ry out because she fel-t being rejected
would be painful and. humiliating. Betty was torn bet.ween her two
opt.ions and needed to come to some decision before the open audition.
What shoul-d Betty do? Write down what you think is the answer to this
problem and then look at the solution on the next page-

Wrile vour answer here:

Sol-ution: Betty real-ized that trying out was important t.o her and al-so
that she feared rejection. She said to herselfr"I'I1 go to the
audition. Itm afraid that I'Il- be reaIly hurt if the agency doesntt
feel I,m attract.ive enough. But I atso know that if I don't try noI^I

Itl-I never get another chance. Itm going to the audition. I know Itm
afraid and I,m going to go anyway." She did go and was given some part-
t.ime model-l-ing work as a result.
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1b. practíce probl-em: Cheryl- want.ed to join an aerobics class but felt
that the other students woul-d think she l-ooked ridiculous jumping up and
down in a leotard. She was convinced that the others l^iere simply
prejudiced against fat. peopJ-e and would think t.hat she was too
overweight to keep up with the other people in t.he c1ass. If she joined
she would be exposing herself t.o spoken or unspoken crit.icism by lithe
but heartless people. She feared t.hat going to the class woufd destroy
her self-esteem and so she told hersetf that others woul-d not accept her
as she was. On the other hand she had tried everything else and wasn't
able to lose weight. She afso had a friend who had sl-immed down
incredibly by joining an aerobics c1ub. She want.ed to go and began
working up her couraqe. "I really should go down and join the class
this evening...but. I/1Ì make a spectacle of myself just walking in.
I/ve heard that if you/re too fat they won'L even ]et you join anyway."
She continued to vacillate between her desire t.o join and her fear of
looking foolish for months. What should Cheryl do? Write down what you
think is the answer to this problem and then l-ook at. the sol-ution on the
next page

Write vour answer here:

Solutíon: "I want to join the aerobics class but Itm worried about it,
ioo. I/m afraid that someone there will make a conment t.hat wil-I send
me running out of t.he room in tears" But. if I dontt go soon I'Il never
go at. aII. I'm going to join. Ttm scared and that's what I want to do"
Cheryl joined the c.Iass and found that she rea1ly en joyed it.

2a. practice problem: A r^ioman was trying to organize a large party for
the staff of her community organization. She looked into renting a
haII, getting a liquor liçense, catering food, and arranging
entertainment. The evening she planned was going to be an ambitious
project. What should this woman do? Writ.e down what you think is the
answer to this problem and then l-ook at the solution on the next page.
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Wríte vour answer here:

Solution: She eventually decided t.o reserve a couple of large tabl-es at
a local night club where entertainment and drinks woul-d be provided-

2b. practice probl-em: A young elementary school teacher spent 20 or 30

hours a week designing attractive 2- and 4-color handouLs and
instruction bookl-et.s for her students. They generally included at least
two funny drawings or cartoons (she was quite good at drawing) and some
exampJ-es of student work from previous years. She had very little time
l-eft for social- activities and found it increasingly difficult t.o
prepare lessons on time. What should the teacher do? Write down whaL
you think is the answer to this problem and then look at the sol-ution on
the next page.

Write vour answer here:
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Solution: She eventually cuL back on the amount of time she spent on
t.he handouts, cutting out comic strips from the newspaper rather than
drawing original ones, and sticking to bl-ack printing on cofored paper.
She was able to meet her deadlines easily and had a much more enjoyable
workday and social- l-if e.

3a. practice probl-em: A door-to-door safesman call-ed on Carlo and
t.ried to seII him encycJ-opedias by making him feel guilty and anxious.
Writ.e down a conversation that shows how Carlo shoul-d handle this
situation and then look at the solution on the nexL page.

Write vour answer here:

Solution: Carl-o did not want to buy any encyclopedias and used the
broken record technique to prevent the salesman from manipulating him
into buying. He was persist.ent and nonmanipulable. No matter what the
other person said, Carlo responded with "I understand (how you feeJ-) 

'but I,m not interested (in buying an encyclopedia)." The dialogue wenL
something like this:
Salesman: You want your children to fearn faster, don'L you?
Carl-o: I undersLand, but I'm nol interested.
Salesman: Your wife woul-d want her children to have them.
Carlo: I understand, but I'm noL interested in buying.
Sal-esman: You don't understand, otherwise you would buy these for your
children.
Carlo: f understand how you feel, but Itm not interested-
Salesman: You keep saying the same thing. Can't you say anything el-se?
Carlo: I understand, but Itm not interested in buying.
Salesman: Let me ask one quest.ion. How old are your children?
Carl-o: I understand, but I'm noL interested"
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3b. Practice problem: Fred/s boss asked him to postpone his vacation.
However Fred doesn/ t want to change his plans since he has already
contacted his parents and told them when he is coming to visit. Write
down a conversation that shows how Fred shoul-d handle this situaLion and
then l-ook at the solution on the next page.

Writ.e vour answer here:

Solution: Fred used the broken record technique to prevent his boss from
coercinq him into put.t.ing his vacation time off. No matter what hj-s
boss said, Fred responded with, "f understand (that you want me to work
during July) , but I won/ t. (postpone my vacation) . " The dial-ogue went
l-ike this:
Fred's boss: Fred, I/m sorry but I'm going to have to ask you to
post.pone your vacation t.ime.
Fred: I understand, but I won't postpone my vacation.
Fredts boss: f know you wanted to get away in JuÌy, but. we really need
you here.
Fred: I understand t.hat. you want me Lo work during JuIy, but. I wontt.
Fred.ts boss: Coul-dntt you just change your plans? I promise you can
take the time off in August.
Fred: I understand t.hat you want me t.o work during JuIy' but I wontt
postpone my vacation.
Fredts boss: I don't understand why itts such a big deal. Can't you see
my side of it?
Fred: I understand, but I won't postpone my vacation.
Fredt s boss: You know JuJ-y is a busy time for us. We're going to need
everyone here to take orders.
Fred: I understand, but I won/t postpone my vacation.

4a. Practice probl-em: Sheila is thirty-eight, a divorced woman who
o\^/ns and runs a small- shop. She is a conLroll-ed woman who seems to be
cold and distant. Yet, the more she tal-ks, the more this indifference
seems like a facade. "My work supports me very we1lr " she says, "and
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f/m thankful for that. But iL's boring. I'd like to be doing something
else but ltm not sure what. Often I feel I have so much inside me that
I/m going to exPlode.

,,f try to do as much as I can. I ice skate, go to concerts, 9o out
with men.

"I hate the notion of marriage. f'm scared to give up my freedom.
But part of me wants marriage or an enduring relationship with a man-"
She ihrugs. "I feel agitated a l-ot of the time and yet I know I do

more than many PeoPIe I know-
"Sometimes Irm furious oh, if I see a married woman who is able to

do whatever she wanLs in life because her husband is supportingi her, or
if I walk past a superb piece of jeweJ-ry that I can'L afford. I adore
beautiful- things. I have an artist's sensitivit.íes. I need to find an

outlet for that. But I can'L give up my business; I like my nice house
and clothes, and, besides, what am I going to l-ive on when I retire?

"Sometimes I think I,ve been just a bit depressed aJ-J- my life. Some

mornings I wake up feeling So lethargic, and don't know hlhy. Sometimes
I think I was born to be a princess and here I am toiting away ! " Why is
Sheil-a so unhappy? Write down what you think is the answer to this
problem and then look at the solut.j-on on the next page.

Writ.e vour answer here:

solut.ion: sheil-a says she shoul-d be a princess. she wishes to be

""pp"rted 
by a husband and thereby escape her workaday existence- This

is an example of a lost dream that leads to depression. AIso note that
she is caught between two important "shoulds", she shoul-d have found a

suitabl-e husband to support her and she should be successful- and
independent.

4b. practice problem: June was a víolinist who quit music to raise her
family. At the time she had,wanted to devote herself fully to her
husband and chil-dren. Soon, however, she found that she mj-ssed pJ-aying
for an audience. She returned to playing concerLs and recitals after an
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eight year absence. But she had repeated bouts of depression. The
musicians she worked with were professionals and nexL to them she fel-t
she looked merely averag-e. June coul-d see that she would never be the
star pJ-ayer that she once thought she couf d be. Aft.er several- months
she was ready tO g'ive up. I'IL/S no user" She said, "I was a fool to
think I could do this. " Why is June so unhappy? Write down what you
think is the answer to t.his problem and then look at the solution on the
next page.

Write vour answer here:

Solution: June
violinist, but
set herself the
people who had
young family.
spit.e of this.

had given up her dream of ever becoming an exceptional
was unable to forgive herself for this failure. She had
extremely difficult task of being as good or better than

been playing aII along whil-e she had been busy raising a

She fel-t that she "should" have been ab]e to succeed in
She was demanding the impossibJ-e of herself .
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Didactíc-Didactic Information
1. Frequently we may poison ourselves by projecting onto other people
some quality j-n ourselves t.hat we are unwilling to accept. Thus, vre may

find some aspect of our personalit.y unacceptabl-e and so we aLtribute it
to another. (An effective antidot.e involves making contact with these
alienaLed parts and al-l-owing ourselves to experience them) . We musl
fu¡-Iy experience these aspects of ourselves and completely accept them
as part of oursefves. Much self-poisoning occurs as a result of
people, s inability to accept those parts of themsel-ves which they feel
are undesirable, uncompJ-imentary, or disruptive to their image of how

they',should,'be. The tendency to reject parts of one's own personality
that are unfl-attering or hard to accept is destructive and causes a

great deal- of trouble for a great many people. People aÌways pay the
price when they reject part of themselves. IL is impossible to do this
and stil-1 be completely happy. Taking risks means reaching out. We

have to try to reach out despite fears and anxieties. We can't expect
our fears and anxieties to simply disappear without any action on our
part. They simply won, L disappear by themselves and it is unreasonable
for us to expect that. t.hey will. Only after we experience reaching out
are anxieties and fears tikeJ-y to diminish. We can only dispel our
apprehensions and anxieties by taking risks-

2. We can fearn to have a bett.er sense of perspect.ive. We can also
l-earn to make things simpler. Part of t.he secret Lo Iearning this is
the following. The ability to see things in perspective and the
t.echnique of simplifying can be gradually l-earned by developing the
habit of asking ourselves t.hese f our questions:
-will it really make any difference Lo me in five years?
-What is it that I need more of in my life?
-Vùhat is it t.hat r need l-ess of in my life?
-Does there seem to be any way of making this simpler?
If you faithfulJ-y develop the habit of asking t.hese four easy questions
at t.he appropriat.e timesr you wil-I find that you wiIJ- learn other
abilities. As you acquire the habiL of asking these questions you will
also come to acquire some new skill-s. These new skills will probabJ-y
include the following: the arL of "discretionary negÌectr " the art of
saying no when it becomes necessary, the art of deciding what you are
rtol going to do, the art of discerning which of the many things you do

every day are worth doing well-...and which things are just worth doing
. . . and which things are not worth doing at aII. These are aII very
valuable skills.

3. At times, you may find it necessary to refuse a person's request
severaf t.imes before a person "hears" you. You will probably find that
they wil-I not l-isten to your refusal the first few times you state your
position. In this case, you can use a technique we call t.he broken
record. This technique can be used in any situation that. someone seems
not to be hearing your rejection of their idea or suggestion. To use
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t.he technique you ca.Imty repeat your refusaf with or without your
original reason for declining. You do so as often as is required. If
you end up having to repeat yourself many, many times, then so be it.
io,¡ *"y find it. helpful to practice this with a friend. Rol-e-playing is
quite often beneficial when you are learning the broken record
technique. Continue to refuse any compromise that is unsatisfactory to
you. you should declare your rejection of unacceptabl-e arrangiements
clearly and continually. It is important to state your refusal briefly
and blun¡ly in as few words as possible. Try to avoid apologies and long
explanations because they are usua1J-y unnecessary. Alsor You should try
to use ,,Iil messages. Messages tike these are appropriate because they
indicate that you have made a definite choice about what you \,¡ant to do,
rather than what you t.hink you can or shoul-d do.

4. We must come to recoginize the fact that our expectations, realistic
and unrealistic, are the products of our culture. Our culLure
determines the way we look at ourselves and what we expect will- happen
in the future. Living in a society which worships success' money,
po\^/er, and prestige, aS ours does, it is understandabl-e that our
expectations and dreams are afso this I^Iay. If one examines the
expectations engendered by our social- structure you will see that they
can be problemat.ic and can l-ead to depression. Understanding depression
is difficul-t but is possible if you are able to understand the
underJ-yingi causes. The most important point is that. depression is
usually tied to a l-ost dream that. ent.ails perfection. A depressed woman

is usual-ly grieving for something which is lost. However, the unhappy
woman frequently doesn't undersLand that she is grieving for a l-ost
dream, and that the lost dream deveÌoped from her "shoulds", which in
turn were a product. of her society. AÌI a woman may understand is that
she is furious, either with herself or with someone else. This angier
and resentment is understandable, because her self-esteem has been bound
up in achieving this dream however unreal-istic. The fact that her ego
is involved is what makes the Ioss so hard to take. It is very
important to identify the lost dream and the expectations from which it
developed. This process is necessary if the woman is to become happy
and íf she is to deveJ-op into a whole, fully functioning person. We

must identify the l-ost dream and the underlying "shoulds" that cause the
depression before it can be overcome.
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Appendix E

Test Problems
1. Test Probl-em: Phil thought that people didn't like him. Over the
years he had convinced himseÌf of this ("After all, you don/t see people
beating down my door to make friends with me"). fn this way he was able
to avoid his fear of making contacl with people, and an even strongier
fear that rejection woul-d be overwhel-mingly destructive to him. As he
became conscious of his ov./n apprehensiveness, he began to cautiously
think about taking some action. As frequently happens, an antidote to a
toxic pattern is often begun when the frustration of an unfu.l-filled need
becomes especially slrongi. In this instance, his best friend had given
phil his cousin's telephone number. Phii- had met her at a concert a

couple of months earlier and reafly wanted to know her better. He had
been working up his nerve ever since:"Maybe I'l-l- cal-I her...but. on the
other hand, maybe she's seeing somebody by now. Maybe shet s not
interested in fl€r " etc.. Phil/s debat.e with himself was simpJ-y an
expression of his inner anxiety. In one way or another he continued t.o
torture himself with uncertainty and conflict between his fearfulness
and what he wanted. What shoul-d Phil do?
Write vour answer here:
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2. Test Problem: A housewife was in the process of designing an
elaborate cake. "It/s for the church anniversary partyr" she
explained, "and I t.hought I'd better make it realJ-y special." However,
her schedul-e was very busy since she had three children, and she wasn't
sure where she woufd find Lhe time to complete this project. She
mentioned that. the cake she had in mind would take her fifteen to twenty
hours. What shoul-d t.he housewife do?
Write vour answer here:
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3. Test Problem: Marv had done the shopping for his wife one Sat.urday
He had returned home, but discovered that he could not find his meat
purchases. Marv went back to the store to get his meat. purchases back.
He knew that he would have Lo deal effectively with the object.ions
raised by the cl-erk. Write down a conversation between Marv and the
clerk that. shows how Marv can cope assertively with the situat.ion.
Write vour answer here:
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4. Test Problem: Laurie married at twenty-seven and had two children,
Sarah and BiIIy, before she was thirty" "I grew up wanting to be a
lawyer like my f ather, " she says. She looks young and ful-l- of life.
Yet the setting is somewhat inappropriate: a suburban home which seems
to have little of Laurie's exuberance. The surroundings are much too
conservative. From looking at Laurie, one would expect a bolder decor.
She doesn't. seem to be at home here. "I suppose f wanted to please my
fatherr " she conLinues. "he wanted a clever daughter. But I hated l-aw
school, though I did marry a lawyer. I fel-t that. l-aw woul-d restrict me,
that I wou.l-dnt t be able to express the emotional part of me. Actually,
I aì-ways wanted to be an actress, and have people applaud me. f love
the idea of being on stage. f know that sounds fool-ish. But. I guess I
need a lot of attention from people. It's not enough having my family
and friends love me." She pauses t.o check on Sarah whots taking a nap"

"You know, when I l-ook at my baby, I feel l-ike a bitch for
complaining. I don/t mean to sound discontent.. Sarah is a beautiful
baby. Real-ty, working in an advertising firm, which is what I did
before I became pregnant, \¡ras not makingi me any happier. But when I \^las
working there was more excitement in my l-ife. I always had to l-ook
good. Now I feel so l-ifeless al-l the time. I have to force myself to
do things. I know my husband doesn't want to hear aJ-I rny complaints.
He wants me to be happy. f'm jeal-ous because he goes out to practice
law every day even though I quit law schoof of my own free will. But
really, if I look at my life, j-t's okay. f don't want to sound like Itm
absol-ut.ely despondent because I'm not. IL's just that sometimes I
really feel down and I'm not realJ-y sure why. Maybe íf I knew what I^Ias

bothering me I wouldnrt feel so bad." Why is Laurie so unhappy?
Write vour answer here:
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Appendix F

Demoqraphj-c Questionnaire
DO NOT PUT YOUR NA.I',ÍE ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Femal-e Mal-e Check one.

2. Native Engtish Speaker _ Nonnative English Speaker

À native speaker is a person who l-earned English as their first
language and it is t.he language they speak most proficiently. Nonnative
speakers are people who learned another J-anguage first and they speak
that J-anguage bet.t.er t.han English.

3. I have read self-help psychology books.
Circle 0 1 2 3 4 5 Morethan5 (specify)

4. I look at. t.he books in the psychology sect.ion of bookstores (do not
include psychology textbooks or scientific psychology books in your
eval-uation)

Never Occasionally Frequently
01234567

5. Age

6. What is the highest grade or year that. you complet.ed in school?
(l- - 12)

7 . Pl-ease circle t.he number of years of education complet.ed in any of
the areas l-isted below

Trade apprenticeship ......1 2 3 4 5

Business school- ......1 2 3

Community College... .."...1- 2 3 4

Nursinq school.. .....L 2 3 4

University." ".."1- 2 3 4 5

Postgraduate university........1 2 3 4 5

B " Present Occupation:

9. Employment Status (check as many as appfy
Homemaker
Student.
Retired

Bmployed ful-I-time
Employed part-time
Unemployed
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Appendix G

Post-Experiment.al Ouest ionnaire

1. Do you find books Ínterestíng to read? Círcl-e Yes No

why?

2. Vühat types of books do you prefer?

Circ]e: Fiction Nonfiction Both Types

3. Have you ever read a self-help psychology book, that is, a

book which promises to help people improve themselves in
some area of psycholoqical or social functioning such as
reducing anxiet.y or making friends?

Circle Yes No If yes, how many?

Try t.o name the titles of the books or give their general
topic area.

4 " Do you think se.l-f-hel-p psychofogy books would be helpful or
harmful- to people who wanted t.o change their own behavior?
Circle a number

Very HelpfuÌ 7---6---5---4---3---2---I Very Harmful

5" Do you have any comments about the t.est problems which you
fill-ed out?

6. How easy do you t.hink it is for a person to change their
behavior?

Circle a number Hard 7---6---5---4---3---2---1 Easy

7. What do you think the purpose or goal of the experiment was?

I Did you encounter any problems or difficul-ties Ín serving in
this experiment?

9. Did you hear anything about t.he inst.ructions or procedures in
this experiment from other students? Circle Yes No
What. i¡rere you told?
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Appendix H

Guide for Scorinq t.he Test Problems
Below are some excerpts from self-help books describing the anshlers

given to the test problems in the present study. These are provided
to help you rate the subjects' responses" Please use the point system
outlined at the end of each entry, and refer to the excerpt only when
you cannot decide whether or not a particular point should be awarded-

l-. phil decided that he realÌy wanted to ask his friendt s cousin out.
He said to himsel-f :
,,f am really interested in her, and I feel anxious about taking the
first step. lr'm afraid she wíII reject my overtures. If I stick my

neck out and call her and she rejects me, It11 feel even $¡orse- That
wou1d really hurt. I al-so feel that the longer I wait, the more
difficult I'm making it for myself. I'11 call her. I'm scared and
that's what I honestly want to do-"

Much self-poisoning is the result of refusal by the person to
accept those parts of himsel-f which he feel-s are undesirable,
uncomplimentary, or disruptive to his image of how he "should" be' A

pe."o¡ always pays the price when he rejects part of his self'
Phil-, s fear bothered him, so he tried to project it onto the

out,side world. As long as his fear remained an alienated part' of his
self, he would continue to pay the price by avoiding those people to
whom he woul-d l-ike to reach ouL-

Taking risks means reaching out in spite of fears and anxieties.
We cannot expect our anxieties to just disappear. Only after we

experience reaching out are our anxieties likely to diminish'

1- point for saying that calling will help diminish his fear"

1- point for sayíng that the longer he waits the worse he makes it for
himself or for saying that he's torturing himself"

point for Phi] phoning in spite of his fear.

point for description of Phit accepting his fear and experiencing
it, facing his fear, or meeting it head-on, etc"

2. The only
that she'd
doing wel-I.

reason she coul-d t.hink of for the extensive project was

always betieved ,'if something's worth doing, it.rs worth

Not really--not. alwaYs ! Some things, in relation to
priorit.ies, are just barely wort.h doing at aII and ought
simplified down to "quick anq easy" rather than blown up
and t.ime-consuming. " we decided a better saying would be

the real
to be
to "elaborate
"If a thing

is just. barely worth doing then just barely do it ! "
srre decided (wit.h relief) to make a nice, innocuous cake from an

easy reciPe that took one hour-
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1- point for getting the task done without help from friends or family.

1 point for not doing it as wel-l as it would have been done had she
followed the original Plan.

1 point for any solution requiring much l-ess time.

1 point for putting down an answer which was substanti-ally the same i-n
the details (í.e., she makes a simple cake rat.her than buying one).

3. Excerpt from the self-hetp book, "When I Say No, f FeeI Guil-ty."
Marv reported that. on the previous Saturday he had done the week's
market.ing for his wife and when he returned home, he coul-d not find
his meat purchases. Since his father was at the house for dinner,
Marv asked if he wouJ-d like to accompany him to the supermarket to get
his meat purchases back.

Setting of the dial-ogiue: Upon entering the supermarket with his
father in tow, Marv spoke to the clerk at t.he checkout counLer about
his missing purchases.

Clerk: Yes?
Marv: When f h¡as here earlier, I bought three steaks, a roast,
and two chickens with my other groceries and when I got home,
the meat was missing. I want my meat.
Clerk: Did you look in your car?
Marv: Yes, I wanL mY meat.
Clerk: we1l, I don'L think I can do anything about it.
Marv: I understand how you might think that, but I want my meat.
Clerk: Do you have your cash register receipt?
Marv: Yes, and I want mY meat..
Clerk: (Looking at t.he receipt) You have six meaL purchases
here.
Marv: That's right, and I want mY meat.
(Dialogue cont.inues)

Marv repeats what. his main message is at least three tímes. 1 pt.

Marv refuses to be sidetracked into answering irrelevant questíons, he
gives only informat.ion that describes the situation, he clearly states
what he wants rat.her t.han what he thinks the clerk or managier should
do. Also, Marv does not. attempt to give logicat reasons for his
behavíor. 1 pt 

"

Marv does not try to threaten, manipulate or int.imidate the clerk by
yelling or other aggressive behavior. 1 pt.

The clerk or manager does not give in right away, Marv has to sLate
his case more than just once. I Pt.
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4. LaurÍe is suffering from chronic, low-grade depression. At this
stage in her l-ife. , Laurie is not suf fering so much f rom f aíl-ure to
achieve her father/ s goals as from failing to achieve her own goals.
ff Laurie makes her father's goals her own t.hen she, and not her
father becomes responsible for them-

When Laurie accepts and takes her father's goals as her own wit.hout
eval-uatÍng them, she has not realIy exercised free choice.
Nevertheless, she binds herself to a set of standards which may or may

not be reasonable, and in which she may or may not believe. By doing
this she wraps hersel-f in sticky plastic,' no matter which way she
turns, she cannot extricate herself from the rigid standard that she
has int.ernalized and made her own.

Because Laurie has kept al-ive and nurtured a fantasy, a fant.asy of
brilliance in a profession, she must remain dissatisfied with any
other wOrk She dOeS. ft iSntt that "work wasntt the ansInler"- It's
that no work which does not ful-fiI the fantasy will satisfy her.

Even Laurie, s feeJ-ings about her baby are involved. She feeÌs that
any seventeen-year-ol-d can take care of a baby, and discredits hersel-f
for ,'sinking so fow" as to be onlv a housewife. Disliking herself for
being in that role she feels "bitchy" towards her baby. Ashamed of
that feeJ-ingi, and angry for having it., she becomes doubly dissatisfied
with herself. This feeling, conmon in many young women, Ieads to a

sense of having been "put aside" or "put on the sheff" '
Lauriers entire background. predisposed her to having children.

Children, she I^IaS told again and again, were supposed to bring you
happíness and fulfitment. A brief excursion into the worl-d of men

(law school-) reinforced t.he cultural stereotype that identifies a

woman's place. Laurie didn't feel as if she fit in there. But Laurie
was invol-ved in a deep confl-ict , for her fat.her had sanct.j-oned this
worl-d of men whil-e her socíal milieu pointed in anoLher direct.ion.
The presence of this confl-ict was something Laurie had to keep
depróssed, for she could not bear the anxiety it generated. In this
example we see how conflict is always one of the cornerstones of
depression.

Laurie, s basic discontent relates to an inherent recognition that
she witl not achieve her dream of the brilliant career woman. As the
years go by and she makes no attempt to develop herself, she will- feel
that loss more and more keenly. Her depression is partially grief
over the l-oss of her d.ream, t.he dream of an excit.ing Iife, a life she
is making no real effort to achieve-

Laurie is leading the life she thinks she shoul-d lead. For Laurie,
her Iost dream concerns being a brilliant. career woman. She has,
however, suppressed her healthy needs for change and achievement
because they make her feel- too guilty" She feels she should be
satisfied. If she is not, she is a rrbadrr person.
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Mention that she díslikes her stereotyped role as a housewife" 1 pt-

Mention Laurie/s dream of bril-liance in a career or that she should/ve
beenaJ-awYer. 1Pt.

Mentíon that she feels she should be satisfied to be a wife and
mother" 1 Pt.
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Appendix I

Schemata for the Test Problems

Structure for test problem #1: Person wants something but is afraid
that failure to get what he or she wants will be humil-iating.
Conflict between what. is wanted and fear of being evaluated
negativeJ-y. The incorrect assumption is that fear of humiliation
should stop one from attempting something and that the solution
involves some way of reducíng this fear. Redefining the problem
constraints so that one is able to acL in spite of fear rather than
having to get rid of it first makes the solution possible. Solution
is to accept the fear and to take action anyway.

Structure for test problem #2: Person wants to do something well but
doesn't have much time because of other commitments. The assumption
is that anything wort.h doing is worth doing weII. Redefining the
problem so that act.ivit.ies no longer have t.o t.ake fixed amounts of
t.ime or effort makes multiple demands on onets time easier to manage.
Solution: Find a way to do it without spending much time or energy.

Structure for test problem #3: Person wants something but someone
el-se opposes him. Solution: The protagonist does not let himself be
manipulãted into "seeing reason", or trying to justify his position
logiãalty. Inst.ead he merely repeats what he wants until he gets it

StrucLure for t.est probl-em #4: Person feel-s unhappy in her present
situation because of her unrealist.ic expecLations. The assumption is
that one has to be perfect and to achieve one' s goals in order to be
worthwhile. Problem can be solved by examining onets expectations and
the lost dream that. was given up. Once the lost dream and it's
accompanying shoulds has been recoginized, the woman can work towards
redefining her goals so that they will be achievable.


